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Call-for-Chapters 

Handbook of Energy Policy  
Editors:  

Farhad Taghizadeh-Hesary & Dayong Zhang 

 

The Handbook of Energy Policy is a unique and novel reference that carefully 

examines the policy implications of energy demand and supply from global 
economic, political, social, planning, and environmental perspectives. It discusses 
both current energy policy, studying energy trade, pricing policies, and energy 
security, as well as future energy policy, including energy transition, energy 
innovation, and energy nexus. Topics of interest in the handbook include energy 
security, energy poverty, energy finance, energy pricing, energy and environment, 
energy and sustainability, energy and growth, energy efficiency, and energy trade. 
Also covered are technological innovation and energy, energy transition, energy 
nexus studies, economics, and the fossil fuels policy and economics versus the 
policy of renewable and green energies. This reference source provides studies 
from the global, regional, national, and local perspectives with broad policy 
significance. The handbook will interest international organizations, governments, 
public and private sector entities, local communities, universities, research 
institutions, and other non-governmental organizations. 

Tokai University, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, and the 
International Society for Energy Transition Studies (ISETS) are organizing this 
call-for-chapters to receive high-quality chapters to be published in the 
Handbook of Energy Policy by Springer Nature. Sections and chapters must 

include comprehensive synthesis/overview of a field or sub-field, featuring 
chapters that review key concepts, theories, trends, research questions, 
methodologies, and literature; all chapters should be descriptive or informational; 
no presentation of primary research results and no reprints of previously 
published journal articles or book chapters. 

• Is the first handbook for addressing the policy implications of energy 

supply and using a comprehensive approach 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5446-7093
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Dayong-Zhang-5
https://www.isets.org/
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• Provides studies from the global, regional, national, and local 

perspectives with a broad policy significance 

• Covers a wide range of topics, including energy security, energy and 

sustainable development, and energy efficiency 

Author benefits of the handbook： 

• Online first publication of chapters 

• Permanent access to all reference content on SpringerLink (via Meteor). There 

are currently 1500+ reference works and the number keeps growing.  

• 40% discount on all Springer and Palgrave books 

Submission Procedure 

Contributions need to fit one of the sections of the handbook listed on the next page. 

Contributors should submit their extended abstract in English by August 30, 2021. The 

deadline is not extendable. The abstract should be about 500 words, including the title, 

name of author(s), affiliation(s), background, motivation, and expected policy 

implications. Abstracts should be submitted in word format to farhad@tsc.u-tokai.ac.jp 

and dzhang@swufe.edu.cn 

The subject of the email message: “Submission to the Handbook of Energy Policy.” 

Successful applicants will be notified by September 10, 2021.  

Accepted abstracts will be invited to present their chapter in a webinar to be organized 

by Tokai University, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, and The 

International Society for Energy Transition Studies. 

Date of webinar: September 29-30, 2021. 

Selected applicants must submit their full papers by December 20, 2021.  

Accepted chapter authors will be asked to upload their final manuscripts on Springer’s 

online submission platform called Meteor. 

 

mailto:farhad@tsc.u-tokai.ac.jp
mailto:dzhang@swufe.edu.cn
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Tentative table of contents 

Handbook of Energy Policy 

Introduction chapter by Editors 

 

(Each section will consist of 2-4 chapters) 

 

Section 1: The Geopolitics of Energy Markets 

Section 2: Policies to Achieve Energy Security 

Section 3: Policies to Alleviate Energy poverty  

Section 4: International Energy Organizations (OPEC, IEA, IRENA, IEF, IAEA, WEC, and etc.) 

Section 5: Energy Trade Policies 

Section 6: Energy Pricing Policies 

Section 7: Energy Finance: Most Recent Developments and Policies 

Section 8: Energy Policies for Sustainable Development 

Section 9: Policies for Sustainable Energy Innovations and Technologies 

Section 10: Renewable Energy Policies and Energy Transition 

Section 11: Nuclear energy: Cautions towards and arguments against the use of it 

Section 12: Biofuels and Policies 

Section 13: Energy Efficiency Policies and Programs 

Section 14: Policies of Energy Nexus Studies 

Section 15: Economics and Policy of Fossil Fuels 


